
Prof. Santulli’s principal research interests are on composite materials, non 
destructive control, natural fibers, materials sustainability, management 
and upcycling of waste and biomimetics. He has over 30 years of experience 
in this field, having worked at  Università di Roma - La Sapienza, Joint 
Research Center – Ispra, University of Liverpool, University of Nottingham, 
University of Reading and Seconda Università di Napoli. He has also been 
invited researcher at Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Ecole des Mines de Saint 
Etienne, Université de Rouen, Università di Bologna and Universiti Teknologi 
Malaysia. He has over 250 scientific publications, and an educational book 
on biomimetics (with Luigi Milani: “Biomimetica: la lezione della natura”), 
translated also in English and Spanish (Figure 1). He also develops activities 
for dissemination of themes related to environmental issues and on sustaina-
bility in schools and other contexts. 

His introduction to biomimetics has been triggered by the knowledge of 
lignocellulosic fibers as natural structures, starting from jute, hemp, and 
many other fibers following this. From his arrival in 2001 in Reading as 
research fellow for five years at Centre for Biomimetics, directed by Giorgio 
Jeronimidis, he investigated, other than the study of natural fibers, other 
subjects related to biomimetics, in particular: 

• Response to air stream and frequency excitation of mechanical receptors 
on cricket cerci (Figure 2)

• The development of polymer actuators in polypropylene fabric and 
cellulose and acrylamide poly-electrolyte gels 

• Study of electrolyte polymers for artificial muscles applications (ESA 
project)

Il contatto con l’ambiente di Reading lo aveva portato ad interessarsi alle 
applicazioni della biomimetica al design.
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The structure of 
hybrid design and 
materials role 

Figure 1 Cover 
from the book 
“Biomimetica: 
la lezione della 
natura” (CiEsse edi-
zioni, 2012-2019) 

In November 2005 he came into contact with Carla Langella, researcher 
at the Seconda Università di Napoli: with her he started a fruitful colla-
boration, based on the melting pot, defined as “hybrid design”, between 
the natural indications and the engineering problems, which are really 
models of issues existing as for object function and operational life, to 
which the materials need to respond, adapting their character to them 
(Figure 2). 

The theme of natural materials application and of obtained waste down 
the line is a subject that has an increasing interest, especially in view of 
re-interpreting waste according to its “personality” and it might encom-
pass all his research activity. The characteristics of research by Carlo 
Santulli and his collaborators is to favor a continuous exchange and 
interaction between biomimetic inspiration and the structural meaning 
of natural materials, also expressed in the waste that nature offers to us 
day after day. 
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Figure 2 (top) 
Campaniform (for 
deformation), fili-
form (for vibration), 
conical (chemical) 
sensors in cricket; 
(bottom) different 
views of microchips 
with tips inspired 
to cricket sensors 

Nature mimicking starts from the comprehension of observed morphologies under 

the electron microscope on natural fibers, which naturally brings to a hierarchical 

structure and an interpretational sense to which of auxetic characteristics: these 

are independent from the material, yet enable the deflection of the cellular struc-

ture, rather than its compression under load, therefore allows them withstanding 

to complex loading e.g., off-axis torsion, during use.

 

It is not a case that natural structures have always cellular structures with concave 

polygon cells, sometimes with largely variable number of sides, as reported in 

Figure 4, whereas in Figure 5 also the presence in section of micro-tubular structure 

rolled and peeled back is reported. 

Figure 4 Section view of pinea-
pple fiber (left) and of okra 
bahmia fiber (right) 

Figure 5 Section 
view of a celery 
fiber 
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Figure 6a Modelling of auxetic 
structures of three different types 
starting from the hexagon or from 
the six-tips star geometry 
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Figure 6b. Application of auxetic structures in Figure 
6a to the production of a collar able to guarantee 
functionality and motion control in view of a possi-
ble development for orthopedy 

Design Martina Panico

Figure 7 Auxetic lamp 
“Moon” (Design Giorgia 
Alluzzi)

Reasoning on the auxetic structures and their application into design has 
continued over the years with some design projects, again in collaboration 
with Carla Langella (Figure 6a and b), or also autonomously in the school of 
architecture and design in Università di Camerino (Figure 7).
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Over the years, other reflections have been developed on issues present 
in nature, in particular for example on reversible types of junctions, such 
as those of diatoms (Figure 8), the modes of spillage and absorption of 
water with non-linear geometries (Figure 9), 

The use of concealing by crypsis for projects linked with road safety 
exploiting the bioluminescence, on which a concept has been developed 
for the global evaluation of its functions for its possibilities in design 
(Figure 10).

Figure 8 Evaluation 
of the different 
junction charac-
teristics of two 
diatoms of the 
Cocconeis family 
and comparison 
with the characte-
ristics of zipper

Figure 9 (left) 
Scheme of pot for 
irrigation inspired 
to sunflower flos-
culi; (right) Jar with 
mouth inspired to 
the elephant trunk 
opening (design by 
Giulia Pressi)
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Figure 10 Different 
types of biolumi-
nescence and pos-
sible application to 
the visibility of an 
individual in condi-
tions of danger 

The real influence of bio-inspiration of product development has been 
examined though in another project, conducted with the collaboration of 
the designer Teresa Carnevale, to try to clarify how much the properties 
derived from nature can assist into bringing the product to be more effec-
tive: the results have been controversial, and show more than anything 
else that the efficacy of biomimetics can be methodological and didacti-
cal, going beyond the fact that this process would translate in a product 
totally bio-inspired (Figure 11). There is in effect also a potential for possi-
ble hybridization between nature and technology, and underlying to this 
there is the problem of natural design, which disregards the material to 
be used, yet tends to employ just a few of them and in a way to allow the 
development and structural modification during the life of the species. 
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Joining together all these considerations brought to elaborate a way of 
reasoning on the modalities and the educational goals for an introduction 
of biomimetics, in synergy with natural materials, and therefore end-of-life 
and more recently the use of waste, which had been elaborated with the the 
“Triplaerre” project, starting in 2009, and had many applications in schools 
and societies/clubs for environmental divulgation in the Italian context 
(Figure 12).

The work that can be predicted in the future tends to merge bio-inspiration 
with use of materials and natural waste according to their “personality”, 
according to a methodology that would tend didactically to obtain a more 
resilient design with possible implications of approaching circular economy, 
then total re-use, then biodegradation.

.

Figure 11 
Comparison of 
a material with 
transpiring proper-
ties with a similar 
material that does 
not declare expli-
citly a bio-inspired 
character
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Figure 12 General scheme 
of environmental educa-
tion through an approach 
able to consider the didac-
tic goals of biomimetics.




